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CheckMark 1099 Software is the easy-to-use solution for printing and e-�ling 1099s
and 1096s. This is a professional-level program and with appeal to accountants,
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CPAs, and small businesses. It runs unlimited recipients and unlimited companies.
The CheckMark 1099 Software is full-featured and handles all common 1099s
including 1099-Misc, -Div, -Int, -R, and -S.

 

This software neatly combines all companies and all forms and e-�les with the IRS.
This works with the IRS Transmitter Control Code (TCC). You can share data �les
over a local network if desired. Discover how CheckMark 1099 Software can help a
business run better. Installs on Windows or Macintosh.

 

 

You can also download a free demo version of CheckMark 1099 Software which
comes with its own sample company and recipients set up. You may print or create
an E-�le for any of the 1099 forms available using the pre-loaded recipients and
Sample Company.

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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